
THE GREATER VANCOUVER WATERSHEDS 
- NEWSPAPER, MAGAZINE ARTICLES, 1985-1998

(IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER)

1985 to 1998 is another important era in the logging controversy of the three Greater Vancouver 
watersheds.  In the early to mid-1980’s, the cumulative logging activities in the watersheds were 
beginning to noticeably and consistenly affect the population’s water quality, so much so that the 
Water District established a committee in 1985 and then entreated consultants to address and play 
down the problems.  By 1988, the Western Canada Wilderness Committee began a public campaign 
over the issue, which was the principal catalyst for the public review of the three watersheds in 
1991.  In 1989, the Water District was faced with the highly publicized debate over allowing a 
natural gas pipeline to be placed in the Coquitlam watershed.  After 1992, as a result of public input, 
the amount of logging began to decrease.  In 1994, the Water District allowed its last and most 
recent commercial logging in the Capilano, which led to an almost tragic helicopter crash.  A public 
review process began in June of 1997, and by November 10, 1999 the Greater Vancouver Water 
District Administration Board voted to end commercial logging in the Greater Vancouver 
watersheds (there will be an update to present more articles from 1998-1999). 

[Note: readers who have more information on articles relating to the topic of the Greater Vancouver 
watersheds not shown in the present chronology, or find any errors, or other related concerns, or 
wish to impart similar articles for other community watersheds, please contact email address 
bctwa@alternatives.com - thankyou.] 

FORMAT: 

1.  Articles are first shown by abbreviated source, eg., VS = Vancouver Sun. 

2.  Dates are given in the following order: year, month, day, eg., 90-11-27, is translated as 
September 27, 1990. 

3.  Title of article. 

4.  Page number of article (if available). 

5.  “letter” means, letter to the editor.

ABBREVIATIONS: 

BN - Burnaby Now. 
CN - Coquitlam Now. 
DO - Delta Optimist. 
G&M - Globe and Mail
GS - Georgia Straight. 
KN - Kitsilano News. 
LT - Langley Times. 
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MCs - MacLeans. 
MM - Monday Magazine. 
MRN - Richmond Now. 
NSN - North Shore News. 
NWN - New West News. 
RCRN - Royal City Record Now. 
SL - Surrey Leader. 
TCN - Tri-City News. 
TV - The Voice (North Shore area). 
UBC - The Ubyssey (University of British Columbia student paper). 
VC - Vancouver Courier. 
VM - Vancouver Magazine. 
VP - Vancouver Province. 
VS - Vancouver Sun. 
WE - West Ender.

CHRONOLOGY (Updated March 18, 1998) 
  
VP.  52-01-09.  Dr. E.A. Cleveland dies - Career of service ends with Water Chief’s death. 

VP.  66-05-14.  No trespass signs on doorstep ‘Eden’. 

VS.  67-02-15.  Watershed logging licenced. 

VP.  82-03-19.  Hemming and hawing.

VS.  82-06-15.  Three firms `want to build Island pipeline’.

VP.  82-07-14.  Pipeline little more than a dream.

VP.  83-02-17.  Road plan would triple water bill.

VS.  83-02-21.  Cost of a gas pipeline to Island estimated at up to $497 million.

VP.  83-02-21.  Study clears proposed gas pipeline routes to Island.

VS.  84-07-28.  Hydro awaits nod for Island gas pipeline.

VS.  84-07-31.  Tories backing Island pipeline, cagey on dollars.

VS.  85-07-12.  North Shore watershed site of proposed zinc mine. 

VP.  86-02-24.  Island gas pipeline back off the shelves.

VS.  86-09-11.  Gas line to Island a top priority, deputy says.
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VS.  87-01-24.  Crisis on the water front, p. A1, A10. 

VP.  87-04-23.  Cheaper pipeline touted.

VS.  87-04-25.  Consortium planning gas line to Island.

VP.  87-04-26.  A new plan for Island pipeline.

VP.  87-10-06.  Group plans gas line.

G&M.  87-10-07.  BC resurrects plan to build pipeline to transport gas to Vancouver Island.

VP.  88-02-06.  Majestic kicks off project.

VS.  88-02-09.  Island gas line needs Ottawa aid, builders say.

VP.  88-02-09.  Island gas pipeline gets Victoria nod.

VP.  88-04-27.  Island gas pipeline rests on Tory tally.

VS.  88-06-17.  Federal funding expected for gas pipeline.

VS.  88-06-18.  Davis says Island industrial users would use gas.

VS.  88-08-19.  How little-league thinking plugged the Island pipeline.

VS.  88-09-01.  $250-million BC pipeline political but not practical.

VP.  88-09-21.  “Pulp mills hold key”, Brian Lewis.

88-09-22.  Federal/Provincial government press release: “Agreement reached on Vancouver Island 
natural gas pipeline.”

VS.  88-09-22.  Island gas line confirmed.

VS.  88-09-22.  Line first mentioned in 1962.

VP.  88-09-23.  Project worth $485 million.

VP.  88-09-23.  Many steps to climb before pipeline starts.

G&M.  88-09-23.  Governments to aid BC pipeline.

G&M.  88-09-23.  Seven pulp mills `stumbling block’ in plans for pipeline.

G&M.  88-09-24.  Ottawa’s role in BC gas pipeline hinges on pulp mills along route.

VP.  88-09-25.  BC the winner in pipeline deal.
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VS.  88-10-04.  Island pipeline hearings begin.

88-10-25.  Western Canada Wilderness Committee press release: “Watershed logging threatens 
health of 1.5 million people in greater Vancouver area.” 

VS.  88-11-05.  Pipeline project boosted.

VS.  88-11-29.  Lead found in school water. 

VS.  88-12-16.  Mudslide threatens water, group says, p. A3. 

VS.  88-12-17.  GVRD denies claim of Capilano mud slide, p. A14. 

VS.  88-12-19.  Letter. 

VS.  88-12-20.  Taste of chlorine in water produces flood of protests. 

NSN.  88-12-21.  GVRD officials cry foul over mudslide accusation. 

VS.  88-12-22.  Forester defends watershed logging, p. B4. 

VS.  88-12-23.  Forester defends watershed logging. 

VS.  88-12-28.  Clear-cutting wrong in watershed areas, letter. 

VS.  89-01-04.  Logging and the murky water question, letter. 

VP.  89-01-17.  Pipeline is a natural.

VS.  89-02-02.  Doubt thrown on Island gas pipeline.

VS.  89-02-03.  Gas pipeline to Island will be built.

VS.  89-02-04.  Vancouver Island pipeline proposal.

VS.  89-02-04.  Pipeline puts heat on governments.

VS.  89-02-06.  Pipeline schedule too tight, study says.

G&M.  89-02-07.  BC pipeline to start in summer, minister says.

VS. 89-02-22.  Water taint feared from gas line. 

VS.  89-02-24.  Gas link in watershed fought. 

VS.  89-03-04.  Watershed plans anger residents. 
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VS.  89-03-03.  Subsidies for Island line still up in air, hearing told.

VP.  89-03-03.  COFI fears overruns.

NSN.  89-03-08.  GVRD challenges mudslide claims, p.1. 

VS.  89-03-10.  Company says gas line profitable.

VS.  89-03-14.  Backers claim Island pipeline hopes on rise.

VS.  89-03-16.  Arctic gas felt available for Island pipeline.

VS.  89-03-17.  Executive says money pact key to gas pipeline.

G&M.  89-03-17.  BC pipeline builder sees sufficient supply of gas.

VS.  89-03-21.  It’s taps for pure water if pipeline built, panel says. 

VS.  89-03-23.  Watershed route would be insanity. 

VS.  89-03-23.  GVRD raps route for pipeline. 

VS.  89-03-25.  Gas pipeline company backs watershed route.

G&M.  89-03-25.  Plan to build gas pipeline near Vancouver rejected.

VS.  89-04-11.  Halt to logging urged. 

VS.  89-02-13.  Financing pact for line to Island near.

VS.  89-04-15.  Gas line OK renews water fears.

VP.  89-04-16.  Battle lines set.

VP.  89-04-19.  Pipeline hazards too big to ignore.

VP.  89-04-19.  Premier calls pipeline foes.

VS.  89-04-20.  Mayor offers alternative to GVRD route.

VS.  89-04-25.  Watershed data rigged, angry Harcourt charges.

VP.  89-04-25.  Pipeline `no risk’ to water.

G&M.  89-04-25.  BC firm defends route of Vancouver Island gas pipeline.

VS.  89-04-29.  Stall on pipeline, GVRD advised.

VS.  89-04-29.  Davis proposes pipeline deal.
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VS.  89-05-01.  Mayors set meeting on pipeline issue.

VP.  89-05-01.  BC hardline on pipeline.

VS.  89-05-05.  Pipeline faces assessment delay.

VP.  89-05-08.  Stop-the-Pipeline - Attack heats up.

VS.  89-05-11.  Epp hedges on impact of pipeline in watershed.

VP.  89-05-11.  BC hardline on pipeline.

VP.  89-05-12.  Feds still committed.

89-05-16.  Pipeline inquiry chief vows to stay neutral.

VP.  89-05-16.  Pipeline probe set.

VS.  89-05-30.  Pipeline inquiry seeks public input.

VS.  89-06-02.  Head of pipeline probe scans route options by air, road.

VS.  89-06-23.  Victoria ensures natural gas sales.

VS.  89-06-23.  Battle lines drawn in war over pipeline.

VP.  89-06-23.  Pipeline’s benefits pushed as inquiry opens.

VP.  89-06-25.  Engineer says water to suffer.

VP.  89-06-25.  Tunnel vision from pipeline opponents?

VS.  89-06-28.  The pipeline sledgehammer.

VS.  89-06-29.  Engineer says water to suffer.

VS.  89-06-29.  Pipeline along Indian Arm seen threat to some homes.

VP.  89-06-29.  Indian Arm pipeline route shunned early.

VS.  89-06-30.  Coquitlam watershed called best possible pipeline route.  

VP.  89-07-02.  Environment has a stake in pipeline, letter to editor, by Energy Minister Jack Davis.

VP.  89-07-14.  Pipeline pact near.

VS.  89-07-19.  Gas Pipeline to Island now closer.
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VS.  89-07-21.  Extra cost of pipeline reduced to $8.5 million.

VS.  89-07-25.  Indian Arm pipe route boosted.

VS.  89-08-03.  Coquitlam route endorsed - Sekora vows to continue fight against building gas 
pipeline.

VS.  89-08-04.  That pipeline: a dubious project.

VS.  89-08-11.  GVRD holds firm on pipeline despite expert’s reassurance.

VP.  89-08-11.  GVRD scorns pipe-prober.

VS.  89-08-12.  Islanders surveyed on natural gas.

VS.  89-08-17.  Nanaimo C of C steps up fight for pipeline.

VP.  89-08-18.  Another pipeline fight.

VP.  89-08-20.  Turbidity not only worry about pipeline.

VP.  89-08-24.  Pipeline awaits federal sanction.

VS.  89-09-02.  Island pipeline approval appears imminent.

VS.  89-09-05.  Victoria gives nod to Island gas project.

VS.  89-09-06.  Mayors mull legal action to halt pipeline through watershed.

VP.  89-09-06.  New move to halt pipeline.

VS.  89-09-13.  Watershed control lost - Victoria overrides district on pipeline, manager says.

VS.  89-09-14.  Opposition leaders join pipeline furore.

VS.  89-09-14.  Pipeline revenge threatens water.

VP.  89-09-14.  Pipeline move `unacceptable’.

VS.  89-09-15.  GVRD critical of pipeline move.

VP.  89-09-15.  GVRD wants its turf.

VS.  89-09-22.  Minister says pipeline to follow original plan.

VS.  89-09-23.  Mayor gives up pipeline fight.

VS.  89-09-28.  Political blackmail alleged over pipeline route.
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VP.  89-09-28.  GVRD mayors give in.

89-09-29.  Federal/Provincial gov’t. press release: “BC/Ottawa near final agreement on Vancouver 
Island pipeline.”

VP.  89-10-08.  Water at risk: forester, p.10. 
                         Erosion damage viewed from air. 

VS.  89-10-13.  Group wants ombudsman’s watershed help, p. B1. 

VP.  89-10-13.  Watershed-access appeal to ombudsman, p.30. 

VM.  89-11.  Troubled Water, p. 88-94. 

UBC.  89-11-03.  GVRD protects our water. 

VS.  89-11-03.  Island pipeline gets financing.

VS.  89-11-03.  Island gas pipeline finally gets go-ahead.

G&M.  89-11-04.  Financing Pact Signed.

VP.  89-11-05.  Battle ends as gas pipeline pact linked.

VM.  89-11.  Troubled Water. 

VS.  89-11-30.  GVRD tax increase seen as district’s debt mounts, p. B2. 

UBC.  89-12-01.  Ecologists reply, letter. 

VP.  89-12-01.  Watershed cuts sore on the eyes. 

VP.  89-12-07.  Watershed cuts sore on the eyes. 

VS.  89-12-12.  Councils force pipeline hearings.

VP.  89-12-13.  Sekora outfoxes pipe plan.

NSN.  90-01-07.  Murky tap water troubles GVRD chief medical man. 

VP.  90-01-10.  Local tap water was dirtier than feds recommend. 

VS.  90-01-11.  Water claims called bunk. 

NSN.  90-01-12.  Clearly a problem. 

VS.  90-01-13.  It never rains but it pours, p. B7. 

VC.  90-01-14.  City water fine - health officer dismisses WCWC claim, p.1, 2. 
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BN.  90-01-14.  Clear cuts ruin drinking water. 

MCs.  90-01-15.  Danger in the Water, p. 30-41. 

VS.  90-01-19.  No need for public inquiry on watershed, GVRD says. 

VC.  90-01-21.  Better water soon?, p.1, 2. 

CN.  90-01-21.  Clearcut division on watershed logging, p.3. [Robson Square forum] 

VP.  90-01-30.  ‘No houses in watershed’. 

VS.  90-02-17.  Kamloops cancer research hampered by lack of data. 

BN.  90-02-25.  Logging allowed - GVRD says no threat. 

VP.  90-02-29.  Clean water gush for firm, p.44. 

VS.  90-03-06.  Greater Vancouver drinking water wins clean bill of health, p. B4. 

TCN.  90-03-14.  GVRD okays logging in watersheds. 

VS.  90-03-06.  Logging doesn’t make water silty, letter. 

VS.  90-03-21.  [Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Recreation and Culture advertisement, “Water, Our 
most precious resource”.] 

BN.  90-03-25.  Logging allowed - GVRD says no threat. 

VS.  90-06-11.  Water claims called bunk. 

VS.  90-07-04.  Coquitlam puts zoning freeze on Island pipeline.

VP.  90-07-15.  Deadline trails pipeline - Van. Island gas project ahead of timetable.

VS.  90-07-19.  Stream damage blamed on gas pipeline firm.

GM.  90-08-03.  Clear-cutting cited as cause in mudslide. 

VC.  90-08-19.  City needs weeks of rain. 

VP.  90-08-27.  A model ‘working’ forest. 

SL.  90-09-05.  High chlorine levels prompt complaint, p.A9. 

VS.  90-09-18.  ‘Best water’ carries health risk, study says, p. A1, A2. 
                           $480 million overhaul urged to improve drinking water, p.B1, B3. 
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VP.  90-09-18.  Water flunks quality tests, p.1. 
                           Report shakes up ‘best water’ belief, p.5. 

VS.  90-09-19.  Keep water healthy. 

NSN.  90-09-19.  Water quality fails - local reservoirs pose health hazard; GVRD report wants $478 
million overhaul, p.1, 5. 

TCN.  90-09-19.  Our water is good, but .... 

VP.  90-09-20.  Muddy waters - a worry, but the solution is clear, p.44. 

NSN.  90-09-21.  Unwell water. 

LT.  90-09-22.  Water quality low, p.1. 

VS.  90-11-23.  Bylaw overridden to build pipeline, opponents charge.

VS.  90-11-23.  Coquitlam puts zoning freeze on Island pipeline.

VS.  90-09-26.  Bottles found no better than tap, A1, A12. 

NSN.  90-09-26.  How does our water quality rate? 

VC.  90-09-26.  Pristine water costly - $480 million to upgrade drinking water, p.1, 2. 

VS.  90-09-27.  Muddy waters, letter. 

DO.  90-09-27.  Delta’s water rates poorly, p.1, 3. 

TCN.  90-10-03.  The question of water. 

BN.  90-10-03.  Water: local knowledge bodes poorly for future. 

VS.  90-10-05.  GVRD raps plan for road. 

NSN.  90-10-07.  Officials calm N. Shore water quality concerns. 

VS.  90-10-09.  Logger among five persons killed in Thanksgiving weekend accidents. 

VS.  90-10-14.  Logging doesn’t make water silty, p. A17, letter. 

BN.  90-10-17.  Water report disappointing for residents, letter. 

CN.  90-10-21.  Waiting for ‘The Big One’ - Dam designed to survive ‘quake, p. 1, 5. 

BN.  90-10-21.  Water quality is all right, local testing expert says. 

VC.  90-11-21.  Threats to drinking water concern officials, p.8. 
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VS.  90-10-23.  Not just luck. 
                          Alternative route probe as ferries ease slide logjam. 

VP.  90-10-23.  New route to Squamish Eyed, p. 1, 5. 

NSN.  90-10-24.  Slide rekindles hwy. debate - route alternatives would affect watersheds, p.1,2. 

NSN.  90-10-26.  Route of the matter. 
                             [Advertisement - How Bad is your tap water? By Canadian Springs] 

VS.  90-10-27.  Recycling roads to Squamish. 
                          Slides: let’s not get carried away. 

SL.  90-10-28.  GVRD remains opposed to road through watershed. 

NSN.  90-10-28.  City raises water rates to fund reservoir upgrades, p.8. 

VP.  90-10-30.  Watershed is ruled out as highway route. 

DO. 90-11-02.  Bacteria free water costly. 

VS.  90-11-05.  Save water: Put a brick in your toilet. 

NSN.  90-11-07.  Stop watershed logging, p.6, letter. 

TCN.  90-11-07.  PoCo wants more data on water improvement need. 

BN.  90-11-07.  Water has problems, GVRD tells aldermen. 

WE.  90-11-08.  Water quality receives passing grade. 

NSN.  90-11-11.  Proposal calls for tunnel to Squamish, p. 5. 

VS.  90-11-14.  Floods cloud reservoirs. 
                          Drinking water in some areas affected by floods, p. B6. 

TCN.  90-11-14.  No watershed highway, letter. 

NSN.  90-11-18.  Water dirty but safe to drink, p.5. 

VC.  90-11-18.  Drinking water returing to normal, p.1. 

BN.  90-11-18.  Water ‘slightly cloudy’ but safe, chief engineer assures - again. 

VC.  90-11-18.  Drinking water returning to normal, p.1, 2. 

NSN.  90-11-21.  Watershed patient needs help, letter. 

TCN.  90-11-21.  $5 million first step for water. 
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VS.  90-11-23.  Bylaw overridden to build pipeline, opponents charge, p. B6. 

VS.  90-11-27.  Watershed logging does affect our water, letter. 
                           Jamie Lamb (columnist). 
                           Muddy waters prompt run on bottles. 

BN.  90-11-28.  I’ts murky but it’s safe. 

DO.  90-11-28.  Muddy water still drinkable, p.6. 

NSN.  90-11-28.  3 solutions to highway problem, letter. 
                             Squamish tunnel would cost too much, letter. 
                             Don’t pave our watershed, letter. 
                             Believe it or not, water is safe to drink. 

VS.  90-11-29.  GVRD to examine practice of logging in its watersheds. 

VS.  90-11-29.  Cloudy drinking water exceeds federal standards. 

VP.  90-11-29.  Muddy water said to be ‘OK’. 

VP.  90-11-30.  Tapping in to West Van’s dirty secret. 

NSN.  90-11-30.  GVRD to study water filtration. 

NSN.  90-12-02.  Time for clear water. 
                             Are you drinking tap water?, p.12. 
                             Murky tap water a boon for bottled water business. 

VC.  90-12-02.  Muddy water still safe, p.9. 

MRN.  90-12-02.  Watershed logging questioned, p.10. 

TCN.  90-12-02.  $480-million project cleans silted - but safe - water, p.8. 

BN.  90-12-02.  ‘Pretty’ water plan costs $4.8 million, p.8. 
                           Muddy waters - $480 million upgrade coming. 
                           Drummond queries watershed logging, p.5. 

VS.  90-12-03.  Forester denied access to watershed, p. A12. 

NSN.  90-12-05.  Reader says “yes” to watershed logging, p.7. 

TCN.  90-12-05.  Wrong to bar critics, p.4. 
                             GVRD fears watershed mining. 

MRN.  90-12-05.  Watershed mining policy lacks control. 

SL.  90-12-05.  Watershed logging plans face scrutiny, p. C18. 
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VS.  90-12-07.  Chainsaw challenge, A13. 
                          Watersheds on mend, tap water to clear up, p. B6. 

VS.  90-12-08.  Soil specialists set to probe 30 mud slides in watershed, p. A5. 

VS.  90-12-12.  Ten good reasons for dirty water. 

NSN.  90-12-12.  Watershed logging does have benefits, letter. 

TCN.  90-12-12.  Despite dispute PCEC wants to be good neighbor. 

VC.  90-12-12.  Water clearing up after record November rainfall, p.32. 

BN.  90-12-12.  Water: Barring critic wrong decision by region, p.6. 

NSN.  90-12-16.  Watershed logging debate goes to NVD Council, p. 3, 5. 

VS.  90-12-19.  Appropriate managment best bet for the watershed, letter. 

NSN.  90-12-19.  Explanation wanted for cause of murky water. 

NSN.  90-12-21.  Water quality is not the same as years past; Drinking water is filthy, letters. 

VS.  91-01-23.  WCWC rejects water report. 

NSN.  91-02-08.  Riverbank washes away, p.8. 

NSN.  91-02-15.  Environmentalists push for watershed logging moratorium. 
                             Logging in watershed to receive public scrutiny. 

NSN.  91-02-17.  Waterlogged, p.6. 

NSN.  91-02-22.  NV District opposes logging in North Shore watershed areas, p.3. 

NSN.  91-02-24.  News quotes of the week, p.6: “I basically believe that there should be no logging 
in the watershed areas not just for five years, but for all time,” - Ernie Crist. 

WE.  91-02-28.  GVRD directors split in watershed logging debate, p.5. 

NSN.  91-03-31.  Foresters disagree with watershed management. 

NSN.  91-04-14.  Watershed logging halt opposed, p.3. 

VS.  91-04-24.  Experts have had their say; they don’t make sense. 

VS.  91-04-27.  Water supplies unaffected by spill after truck crashed, official says. 

VP.  91-05-03.  Stop logging watersheds, inquiry is told, p.23. 
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VS.  91-05-03.  Logging urged to guard watersheds, p. B4. 

VP.  91-05-05.  Watershed debate unsolved, p.21, 22. 
                          Filtration plant could end murkiness. 
                          Report shakes up ‘best water’ belief. 

NSN.  91-05-05.  Watershed review debates logging, p.3. 

VS.  91-05-06.  Pro-logging body accused of trying to mislead public. 

VS.  91-05-08.  It’s simple: don’t muck about in drinking water. 

VS.  91-05-10.  Challenge for watershed logging. 

NSN.  91-05-10.  Water Worries, p.6. 

NSN.  91-05-13.  Watershed review debates logging. 

NSN.  91-05-17.  Watershed information reviewed. 

VS.  91-06-10.  Logging, landslide links dismissed. 

VC.  91-06-12.  Logging not responsible for water problems, says report, p.3 

GM.  91-06-13.  Slides’ impact on tap water discounted. 

NSN.  91-06-16.  Watershed report slammed as disservice to public, p.3. 

VC.  91-06-16.  Water filter system a must, p. 1, 11. 

VS.  91-07-13.  Backyard timber bonanza probed, p. A1. 
                          Backyard timber - GVRD’s open-market log-sales system may be model for B.C.’s 
                          forest industry. 
                          Bidding fierce at GVRD log sales. 

VS.  91-07-21.  GVRD’s dam options costly. 

NSN.  91-07-21.  Battle over logging moves into watersheds, p.6. 

NSN.  91-07-24.  Unclear waters, p.6. 

NSN.  91-08-21.  Artist claims Capilano use unique, p.3. 

NSN.  91-09-11.  Water quality should be priority - GVRD report, p.3. 

VS.  91-09-09.  Logging imperils local drinking water, report to regional district says, p. A1. 

VS.  91-09-11.  No break in North Shore watershed logging, p. A15. 
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NSN.  91-09-11.  Water quality should be priority - GVRD report. 

VS.  91-09-13.  Water problem has them stumped. 
                          Water quality is more important than logging, p. A13, letter. 

VS.  91-09-26.  Halt logging roads first, p. A18, letter. 

VP.  91-09-26.  Water ‘health risk’, p. A3. 

VP.  91-10-02.  GVRD conflict alleged - Watershed logging becomes an issue at meeting today, p. 
A25. 

VS.  91-10-03.  Mayors split over logging threat to drinking water, p. B6. 

NSN.  91-10-06.  Watershed showdown, p.1. 

VS.  91-10-09.  Our water sickens panel of experts. 
                          Health Committee issues B.C. water warning. 

NSN.  91-10-09.  Watershed logging’s not all bad, letter. 

VP.  91-11-12.  Report calls for an end of logging in watershed, p. A4. 
                          Rate hike would replace harvest levels. 

VS.  91-11-13.  Logging’s demise seen as boosting water rates. 

NSN.  91-11-17.  Logging halt backed, p. 1, 3. 

NSN.  91-11-22.  Halt logging, p.6. 

VS.  91-11-23.  Water Committee negligent, p. B4, letter. 

VS.  91-11-27.  Loggers root for watershed cutting, p. B5. 

VS.  91-11-28.  Munro appeal gives loggers reprieve, p. B1. 

VS.  91-11-29.  Room for agreement, p. A18. 

NSN.  91-12-01.  Watershed logging vote delayed, p. 5. 
                             Logging supporter needs new data, p. 7, letter. 

VS.  91-12-05.  Let nature keep the water clean, letter. 

VS.  91-12-09.  Watershed myths persist, letter. 

VS.  91-12-10.  Water tax to rise under new plan, p. B.3. 

NSN.  91-12-21.  Water quality is not the same as years past, letter. 
                              Drinking water is filthy, letter. 
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NSN.  92-01-10.  Logging keeps forests healthy, letter. 

NSN.  92-01-15.  Alternative forestry theories unproven, p.8, letter. 

VS.  92-01-29.  GVRD charges logging facts twisted by environmental watchdog group. 

VS.  92-02-04.  Right in our backyard, p. B1. 
                          Cut plan taps environment fears, p. B2. 
                          Logging’s demise seen as boosting water rates. 

MM.  92-02-06/12.  Tapped out - Logging in Victoria’s watershed threatens the quality and supply 
of a precious resource.  But for some people, it means big money. 

NSN.  92-02-12.  Rare spotted owl found in local watersheds, p.3. 

VS.  92-02-?  Cut plan taps environmental fears. 

VS.  92-02-14.  Watersheds need long-range plan, letter. 

VS.  92-02-21.  Domino effect feared outcome of logging ban, p. B4. 

NSN.  92-02-23.  Continued watershed logging recommended, p. 3. 

VS.  92-02-24.  The GVRD and watershed logging battle shapes up, p. A9. 

VS.  92-02-26.  Battle of the watersheds, p. A11. 
                          Priority is water quality: the profits are incidental. 

NSN.  92-02-26.  Mayors remain opposed to watershed logging. 

VS.  92-02-29.  North Shore watershed logging to continue, slower pace expected, p. A3. 

VS.  92-03-01.  GVRD defending jobs with watershed policy. 

NSN.  92-03-01.  Watershed logging OK’d, p.1. 

VP.  92-03-01.  Logging in watersheds to continue, p. A11. 

NSN.  92-03-04.  Water logged. 

NSN.  92-03-06.  Mayors split over watershed logging decision - Dykeman, Sager oppose continued 
logging; Loucks ‘comfortable’ with move. 

VP.  92-03-08.  Bugs must be banished from Vancouver’s water, p. A11. 

VP.  92-03-10.  Don’t log watershed, warns Prince Philip, p. A4. 
                          B.C. tour termed as fact-finding. 

VS.  92-03-17.  GVRD defending jobs with watershed policy, letter. 
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NSN.  92-03-18.  IWA discussed water quality, p. 7, letter. 
                            Why the fuss about clearcutting?, p.6, letter. 

VS.  92-04-06.  Report ignores GVRD’s watershed logging policy, p. B5. 
                          Fire-prevention logging in watershed really fire hazard, prof says. 

VS.  92-04-10.  Fire-prevention logging in watershed really fire hazard, prof says, p. B1. 

VS.  92-05-02.  West Van mayor predicts court fight will follow nod given logging, p. A4. 

VS.  92-05-06.  Doctors demand watershed logging review, p. C14. 

VC.  92-05-06.  Watershed logging plan under fire - Watchdog group accuses GVRD of ignoring 
own criteria, p.1, 13. 

VS.  92-05-06.  Huge cut to forest harvest advised, p. D1. 

NSN.  92-05-29.  Watershed logging info misleading, meeting told, p.3. 

VS.  92-06-05.  Region’s water levels taking a serious dip - but don’t panic yet, p. A1. 

VS.  92-06-29.  Time for water meters, p. A11, letter. 

VS.  92-07-02.  Cancer risk higher with hair dye, chlorinated water, studies say, p. A3. 

NSN.  92-07-05.  Logging trucks continue to roll on NVD streets. 

VS.  92-07-06.  Water would be conserved if we paid the real price for it. 
                          Watershed logging must stop, letter. 

VS.  92-07-13.  More logging recommended in watersheds, p. B3. 

VS.  92-07-17.  Logging in blow-down regions of 2 watersheds gets initial okay, p. B6. 

NSN.  92-07-17.  Watershed access OK’d - Water Committee recommends logging areas; limited 
access given to special-interest groups. 

VS.  92-07-22.  $241 million sought for city water system, p. B8. 

VS.  92-07-27.  How dry we are ..... And why, p. B1. 

VS.  92-07-27.  Clearcut go-ahead puts GVRD watershed at risk, p. A11, letter. 

VS.  92-07-30.  Drinking water facing damage from logging, activist groups say, p. B4. 

NSN.  92-07-31.  Environmentalists tour N. Shore watersheds - GVRD votes today on proposed 
cutblocks, p.3. 

VS.  92-08-01.  Watershed logging stayed, p. H10. 
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VP.  92-08-02.  Logging cut back, p. A28. 

NSN.  92-08-02.  Cutblock compromise, p. A1. 

VS.  92-08-12.  Vancouver watershed logging reduces risks to water quality, letter. 

VS.  92-08-24.  Watershed fires brought under control. 

VS.  92-08-25.  Reservoir spared fire’s fury, p. B1. 

NSN.  92-09-11.  Logging recommended, p. 5. 

VS.  92-09-12.  Watershed logging decision leaves no one happy. 

VS.  92-09-29.  Tapping the flow, p.B6. 

VS.  92-10-03.  GVRD okays watershed-area logging, p. B4. 

NSN.  92-11-01.  Watershed suit filed - Logging company says contract with GVRD breached over 
timber cuts in watershed areas, p. 1. 

NSN.  92-11-18.  Activists block logging access to watershed - GVRD logging trucks halted as 
environmentalists chain themselves to Capilano gates, p. 3. 

VS.  92-11-19.  Doctor’s claim about tap water held opportunistic, p. B6. 

VS.  92-11-26.  Protesters ordered to end blockade, p. B2. 

VS.  92-12-17.  Old-growth forest is botanist’s library, p. B11. 

TCN.  93-01-20.  End the logging debate. 
                             Logging critic hits GVRD waste. 

TCN.  93-01-?  Water quality key logging issue: Kyle. 

CN.  93-01-24.  PoCo council hears watershed plea. 

TCN.  93-02-?  Logging critic challenges GVRD’s pitch to PoCo. 

CN.  93-02-10.  Watershed logging saga continues. 

TCN.  93-02-10.  Logging backer’s answer in error, letter. 

NSN.  93-02-17.  GVRD committee votes against aerial logging. 

VS.  93-02-19.  Purity of our drinking supply a cloudy question, p. B1, B7. 

VS.  93-02-27.  Bottled-water sales pump profit from pristine image, p. E10. 
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TCN.  93-03-03.  Kyle vs. Golds: Logging debate continues. 

GS.  93-03-12/19.  Is Logging Threatening Our Water?, p. 7-9. 

GS.  93-03-19/25.  Forester sees logging as means to an end, letter. 

VS.  93-04-02.  Logging plan called threat to spotted owl, p. B4. 

VP.  93-05-02.  Reservoir walk brings tree talk, p.A6. 

NSN.  93-06-20.  Environmentalists question logging study. 

NSN.  93-06-25.  Mayor blasted for watershed logging support, p.8. 
                            Seymour Demonstration Forest, p. 25. 

VS.  93-10-30.  Concerned doctors seek independent review of logging in watershed, p. A4. 

VS.  93-11-13.  How plants share water, p. B4. 

VS.  93-11-23.  Piece of America gets piece of our water, p. B1, B4. 

VS.  93-11-29.  Low-cost plan to treat water faces dissent, p. B2. 

VS.  93-12-04.  Lightning road in the forests (spotted owls), p. B4. 

VS.  93-12-08.  Safe water for Vancouver means deadly water for Fraser salmon, p. A13. 
                         Fish, human beings are guinea pigs in debate over chloramine treatment of water, p. 
                         A12, letters. 

VS.  93-12-13.  Drinking-water debate muddied by new additive, p. B2. 

VS.  93-12-14.  Safety assurances for chloramine treatment ring hollow, p. A14. 

VS.  93-12-18.  Solution to water-treatment problem safe for humans, fish, p. A18, letter. 

VS.  94-02-05.  Clean water, p. E1. 

VS.  94-02-07.  Experts disagree on what we should put in our water, p. B2. 

VS.  94-02-14.  Quick fixes for better water hard to swallow, p. A9. 

VS.  94-02-15.  Water problem could drive GVRD to drink, p. B8. 

VS.  94-03-04.  Notice to water consumers (from Commissioner Ben Marr), p. A11. 

VS.  94-03-10.  Impact of disinfectants for drinking water on creeks a big unknown, p. B3. 

KN.  94-03-16.  Drinking water debate goes public, p.32. 
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VS.  94-03-17.  Drinking water better ‘with all the bugs in it’, p. B7. 

VS.  94-03-24.  Queries on water look bit ‘goofy’, p. B1. 
                          Drinking water alive and well, p. A19, letter. 

VS.  94-03-30.  Logging banned in Greater Victoria watershed, p. B3. 

NSN.  94-04-03.  Clear solutions. 
                             Watershed alert - Lower Mainland faces water restrictions as snowpacks low. 

NSN.  94-04-07.  Logging halt bid blocked - watershed timber cuts to continue. 

VS.  94-04-11.  Water planners get buckets of advice, p. B2. 

VS.  94-04-13.  Public health ‘more crucial’ than money in water supply, p. B7. 

NSN.  94-04-13.  Holistic approach proposed for water. 

NSN.  94-04-17.  Fire and water - logging debated. 

VS.  94-04-22.  West Vancouver has top on tap, p. A2. 

VS.  94-05-12.  Banning logging trucks from streets proposed, p. E8. 

VS.  94-05-17.  Water treatment: a flood of questions, p. A3. 

VC.  94-05-22.  Awesome Douglas fir tops record, p.13. 

VS.  94-05-24.  Safer water worth $400 per year, p. B1. 

NSN.  94-05-27.  Murky tap water good for business, p.4. 

GS.  94-06-3/10.  The Cost of Water - Putting a price on the future. 
                             GVRD dismissive of watershed-logging concerns. 

VS.  94-06-06.  Wait for perfect water on tap in report, p. A3. 

VS.  94-06-07.  Chlorine, ozone debate raging, p. B4. 

VS.  94-06-09.  Ozone doesn’t have chlorine’s drawbacks, p. A18, letter. 

VS.  94-06-10.  For cleaner water, we’re willing to pay, p. A18. 

VS.  94-06-11.  Chlorine booster stations way water committee wants to go, p. A4. 

VP.  94-06-12.  Suggestion on water ‘tasteless’, p. A11. 

VS.  94-06-14.  District should listen to public on water treatment, p. A12, letters. 
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VS.  94-06-16.  Truckload of logs from watershed blocked, p. D8. 

VP.  94-06-16.  Foes swarm logging truck - protesters in chains at watershed, p. A10. 

NSN.  94-06-17.  Woman chains self to truck to protest watershed logging. 

VS.  94-06-30.  There’ll be more chlorine in your water, p. B1, B2. 

NSN.  94-07-04.  Bylaw aims to keep logging trucks out of watersheds. 

NSN.  94-07-10.  Tracking turbidity, p.3. 

NSN.  94-07-13.  NVD seeks log truck traffic ban - move would block logging access to local   
                            watersheds. 
                            Truck stop applauded, p. 8, letter. 

NSN.  94-07-17.  Fire and water - logging debated, p.3. 
                             Balance sought in watershed management, p. 3. 

VP.  94-07-17.  Water, p. A34. 

VS.  94-07-19.  More logging, more trails urged in Seymour forest, p. B3. 

VS.  94-07-23.  4 escape with lives as copter crashes, p. A4. 

NSN.  94-07-24.  Link between logging and landslides debated, p. 3. 
                            Slope stability determines logging suitability, p. 3. 

NSN.  94-07-27.  Demonstration forest chop proposal angers NVD coun. - GVRD board to consider 
call for more aggressive logging at Seymour, p.3. 

NSN.  94-07-31.  Anti-logging fight initiated by Cleveland - first defender of watershed forests, p.3. 

                            Watershed logging initiated to counter ‘50’s aphid infestation. 
                            Wet water comments, p.8, letter. 

BN.  94-08-03.  Helicopter crash renews demand for end to watershed logging, p.2. 

NSN.  94-08-05.  Watershed logging copter crash investigated, p.12. 

NSN.  94-08-05.  Lightning bolts set forests afire on North Shore, p.4. 

NSN.  94-08-07.  Tapping clean water solutions, p.3. 
                             Watershed management changes advocated, p.3. 
                             Keep clearcuts out of Seymour, p.8, letter. 

NSN.  94-08-21.  Logging watersheds by chopper a bad idea, p.9, letter. 

NSN.  94-09-02.  Crist stumped by GVRD’s watershed logging logic, p.7. 
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CN.  94-09-03.  ‘Defiling water quality’, letter. 

NSN.  94-09-07.  Truck bylaw irks water commissioner, p.3. 

NSN.  94-09-14.  GVRD critical of NVD logging block, p.1. 

VS.  94-09-15.  Higher water bills viewed as prospect if logging trucks banned in watersheds. 

NSN.  94-09-18.  Watershed management can work, Coun. Crist, p.9, letter. 

BN.  94-10-19.  GVRD criticized for water management. 

VS.  94-11-14.  Slide triggers dirty situation, p. B1. 

VS.  94-11-16.  Minister backs ban on watershed log trucks, p. B2. 

GS.  94-11-18/25.  Troubled waters - Cryptic critters evade detection, p.13-19. 

VS.  94-11-19.  Logging in Seymour forest won’t include any of its old-growth trees, p.A6. 

NSN.  94-12-07.  Partial truck triumph - Heavy truck traffic banned from Lillooet Road. 

VP.  94-12-21.  GVRD’s logging stand costly - watershed protection price tag is $822,000. 

VS.  94-12-22.  Logging ban costs taxpayers $800,000. 

VS.  94-12-23.  Capilano water silty ‘but safe’, p. B2. 

VS.  95-02-15.  Watershed study muddied by conflict, Western Canada Wilderness says, p. B12. 

VS.  95-02-15.  Fraser Valley water treatment system ‘a ticking time bomb’, p. B12. 

NSN.  95-02-19.  Water logged. 

VS.  95-02-20.  Wetter winters, hotter summers in the forecast, p. B4. 

NSN.  95-02-22.  GVWD landslide report disputed - drinking water quality, logging debate 
rekindled, p.1, 3. 
                            Watershed giants targeted, p.3. 

VS.  95-03-02.  Privatization of filtration plant more than pipe dream, p. A3. 

NSN.  95-03-10.  Environmentalists call on ombudsman - watershed access and study at issue, p.4. 

NSN.  95-03-12.  Logging halt request snubbed, p. 1, 3. 

RCRN.  95-04-02.  Watershed filmed secretly, p.7. 
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VS.  95-04-12.  Video shows problems in watershed, intruder says, p. B1-B2. 
VS.  95-04-18.  Waterborne parasite cause of illness, p. A3. 
                          Pipeline to safer water can prove costly flow, p. B6. 

BN.  95-04-19.  Health of drinking water again causes alarm. 

NWN.  95-04-30.  Water fate: New West Mayor Toporowski in coverup, p.7. 
                               Private viewing doesn’t end logging debate, p.1. 

VS.  95-05-05.  Woman washes dirty water in public, p. A3. 

NSN.  95-06-16. $1b water project unveiled, p. 3, 10. 

VS.  95-06-26.  Water users invited to other end of tap, p. B1, B2. 

NSN.  95-06-30.  Muddy waters, p.6. 

NSN.  95-07-07.  See watershed logging results, letter. 

NSN.  95-07-12.  Groups seeks end to watershed logging - Newsletter launched to fight back, p.5. 

NSN.  95-07-14.  Logging editorial lauded, p.7, letter. 

NSN.  95-07-19.  Controversial water study OK’d, p.3. 

GS.  95-07-28/08-04.  Seymour Sustainable Logging Supporters Suffer Setback. 

NSN.  95-08-09.  SPEC seeks wider watershed access - public entry limited to GVRD tours, p. 3. 

NSN.  95-08-13.  Marvellous giants, p. 6. 

NSN.  95-08-25.  Watershed report rapped, p. 7. 

GS.  95-09-1/8.  Researcher Blasts Watershed Booklet, p. 9. 

NSN.  95-09-08.  Watershed access argued, p.7, letter. 

VS.  95-09-11.  Fighting over who pays endangers water study, p. B1. 

VS.  95-09-25.  GRVD reaches a new watershed in the practice of not quite telling all, p. A13. 

VS.  95-09-30.  Watershed trespasses worry officials, p. A8. 

VS.  95-10-04.  Member angry at chair, resigns, p. B5. 

GS.  95-10-06/13.  Parasite precautions urged, p. 11. 

NSN.  95-10-06.  Harris resigns from GVRD post, p.3. 
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NSN.  95-10-08.  GVRD refines its watershed access policy, p. 15. 
VS.  95-10-10.  Logging - Watershed plan tabled, p. B9. 

VS.  95-10-11.  Blame heavy rain for cloudy water, p. B5. 

NSN.  95-10-13.  Slide dirties Cap watershed water - water source shut down Wednesday, p. 3. 

VS.  95-10-14.  Water hygiene risk rises after Capilano slide, p. A1, A24. 

VP.  95-10-15.  Huge landslide shuts Capilano water source, p. A10. 

NSN.  95-10-15.  Watershed tree cuts considered. 

NSN.  95-10-18.  GVRD reviews water priorities, p. 12. 

VS.  95-10-19.  Muddied reservoir not in clear yet, p. B1. 

GS.  95-10-19/26.  Big slide raises watershed logging doubts, p. 17. 

NSN.  95-10-22.  Watershed slide cause investigated - researcher links logging to dirty water, p.3. 

VS.  95-11-01.  GVRD seeks help to repair reservoir, p. B7. 

TCN.  95-11-08.  Fighting for trees, p. 17. 

VP.  95-11-10.  Dirty water’s better than barbecue: GVRD. 

TCN.  95-11-12.  Open the watershed. 

VS.  95-11-13.  Water supply muddied by second slide near reservoir, p. B1. 

VS.  95-11-15.  Dirty water has us hitting the bottle, p. B3. 

NSN.  95-11-15.  Dirty tap water to flow a while longer, p.1, 3. 

VS.  95-11-17.  The harvest in our watersheds - dirty water, p. A19. 
                          Testing the misty, murky waters, p. B2. 

VS.  95-11-18.  GVRD urged to ponder shutting reservoir, p. A17. 

VP.  95-11-19.  November showers muddying the water - watershed logging blamed, p. A13. 
                          Cleaner water a pipeline away. 

NSN.  95-11-19.  Watershed ban for two, p.3. 
                             Liquid lament, p.7. 

VS.  95-11-20.  Storm causes worst damage in decade, p. B3. 
                         More dirt on muddy waters than simple rain, p. A11, letter. 
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VS.  95-11-22.  Dirty water forces switch, p. B1, B5. 
TCN.  95-11-22.  Campaigner wants GVWD to protect trees. 

VS.  95-11-23.  Come clean on logging, p. A22, letter. 

NSN.  95-11-24.  Local turbid water tango, p.1. 

VS.  95-11-24.  Deluge floods roads, homes, p. A1, A2. 

VS.  95-11-25.  Your tap water will be a lot dirtier this weekend, p. A16. 

NSN.  95-11-26.  Floods ravage neighborhoods, p. 1, 3. 

VS.  95-11-26.  Feds pull plug on Seymour hatchery, p.5. 

VS.  95-11-27.  Drinking water less murky after reservoir switched. 

VP.  95-11-28.  Bottled water beats murky, p. A4. 

VS.  95-11-29.  Agency bars critic from Vancouver watershed, p. A13. 

VS.  95-12-01.  Independent tests prove water safe, p. B4. 

VS.  95-12-02.  GVRD pays record $112,000 for water, p. A17. 

VS.  95-12-04.  We’re fed up wallowing in dirty water, p. A11, 3 letters. 
                          Logging blamed for water woes despite GVRD data, p. B2. 

NSN.  95-12-13.  Watershed ban reviewed, p.3. 

NSN.  95-12-22.  Link to dirty water denied, p.7. 

VS.  95-12-29.  Len Traboulay is a politician who champions democracy, p. A15. 

VS.  95-12-30.  Unusual heroes - unsurpassed vision and commitment make these local people true 
leaders, p. A18. 

NSN.  96-01-05.  N. Shore to tap new water source, p.1, 5. 

VS.  96-01-19.  Bottled water fails to pass bacteria tests 1 in 6 times, p. A1, A2. 

NSN.  96-01-26.  Clearcut questions, p.7, letter. 
                             Logging cuts water quality, letter. 

NSN.  96-03-13.  Transparent process, p.6. 

VP.  96-03-14.  Capilano ready to turn clean, p. A18. 

VS.  96-04-12.  Lower Mainland tap water flunks on bacteria levels, p. B1, B4. 
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VS.  96-04-13.  Water report condemmed as fear-mongering, p. A20. 

VS.  96-04-23.  Bottled-water firm declares bankruptcy after Sun investigation, p. B2. 

VS.  96-05-04.  Water treatment method under consideration linked to Alzheimer’s, p. A14. 

NSN.  96-05-08.  Roads ruining roots, letter. 

VS.  96-06-08.  Bottled water failures revealed, p. A14. 

VS.  96-06-12.  Water mains raise disease risk, report says, p. B1, B7. 

VS.  96-06-29.  Environmentalists denied access to videotape in GVRD watersheds, p. A14. 

VS.  96-07-16.  Fraser Valley water contamination feared, p. A1. 

VS.  96-08-16.  Water levels at Seymour, Capilano reservoirs decline sharply, p. B1. 

VS.  96-09-16.  GVRD won’t appeal $1.4 million settlement to logging firm for closing off 
watershed, p. B1. 

VS.  96-09-24.  Water warnings issued after B.C. parasite spreads, p. A1. 

VS.  96-09-28.  GVRD seeks power to fine watershed trespassers, p. A17. 

VS.  96-09-28.  Greater Vancouver can enjoy crystal-clear water, but it’s going to cost taxpayer’s at 
least $1 billion. 

VS.  96-09-30.  Proposal to boost chlorine in drinking water includes new stations at a cost of $8.2 
million. 

TCN.  96-10-02.  New measurement puts tree at top of height list, p.21. 

VS.  96-10-03.  800-year-old tree crowned Canada’s tallest Douglas fir, p. B1. 

VP.  96-10-04.  Coquitlam harbors Canada’s tallest tree, p.5. 

CN.  96-10-05.  Watershed: The message is protection, p.3. 

TCN.  96-10-13.  Big tree survives in spite of GVWD efforts, p.6, letter. 

VS.  96-10-16.  Lanskail was a giant in forestry and politics, p. B6. 

VS.  96-10-16.  GVRD okays plan to purify drinking water with ozone, p. A15. 

GS.  96-10-24/31.  Watershed fight rages, p.7. 

BN.  96-10-30.  Pamphlet angers GVRD officials. 
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VS.  96-11-02.  Who’s kidding whom about our water?, p. A2. 

NSN.  96-11-13.  Tree lobby targets municipalities, p.3. 

GS.  96-11-14/21.  Forester’s watershed arguments disputed, p.3, letter. 

GS.  96-11-21/28.  Forester says complaints hinder watershed debate, p.8. 

NSN.  96-11-22.  Forest friends, p.6. 

NSN.  96-12-01.  N. Shore water rates on the rise, p.3, 6. 
                             Watershed logging editorial was all wet, letter. 

GS.  96-12-12/19.  Cow pies and dirty water. 

NSN.  96-12-17.  Whither water quality?, p.6, letter. 

NSN.  96-12-20.  Facts support ban on watershed logging, p.11. 

NSN.  97-01-08.  Letter laden with anti-logging bias, p.8, letter. 

VS.  97-02-13.  Community interest ensures Coquitlam River’s future, p. B2. 

NSN.  97-02-14.  Some logging OK, p.11, letter. 

NSN.  97-02-26.  Water alliance formed, p.5. 

NSN.  97-03-21.  Look up, way up, p.39. 

VS.  97-04-29.  Watershed dangers, letter. 

VS.  97-05-01.  Let’s return to peaceful watershed management. 

NSN.  97-05-14.  Council targets logging trucks, p.23. 

VS.  97-6-18.  GVRD’s faulty planning threatens drinking-water supply, report says, p. A1, A2. 

VS.  97-06-19.  Stewards of our water - report challenges care of watershed, p. A14. 
                         Water report not alarming, councillor says, p. B1. 

VS.  97-06-20.  Water report ignores some issues, critics say, p. B4. 
                          Watershed fires and rain, p. A22, letter. 

NSN.  97-06-20.  Watershed questions flow, p.11. 

TV.  97-08.  Letter (on Seymour Demonstration Forest). 

VP.  97-08-17.  Nature’s classroom attracting urbanites, p. A12, A13. 
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VS.  97-08-22.  Open-air classroom, p.B9. 

VP.  97-08-25.  Shut Seymour to logging: WCWC, p. A5. 

NSN.  97-08-27.  Demo dilemma, p.6. 

VS.  97-08-29.  Bid made to turn Seymour forest into a park, p. F3. 

GS.  97-10-02/09.  GVRD Directors say closed-door talk necessary. 

VS.  97-10-14.  North Vancouver - Park proposed, p. B3. 

NSN.  97-10-15.  Trail trouble brews for WCWC, p. 3. 

NSN.  97-10-31.  Keep foresters out of watershed lands, p.8. 

VS.  97-11-05.  Band stakes claim to urban area. 

GS.  97-11-20/27.  GVRD Advisory Group Camera-Shy About Forest’s Future, p.9. 

VS.  97-11-22.  Clean water issue deadlocked, p. B5. 

VS.  97-12-12.  Health risk feared in water plant delay, p. B1, B7. 

VS.  97-12-13.  GVRD delays water project, p. A4. 

VS.  97-12-22.  No shame in having a productive forest, p.A15, letter. 

NSN.  98-02-15.  Cyclists mar Seymour trail. 

VS.  98-03-12.  Demonstration forest an irreplaceable educational tool, p.A18, letter. 

VS.  98-03-13.  Pro-logging forces set demonstration forest agenda, p. A18, letter. 
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